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This study argues that, despite numerous claims for major transnational and transcultural developments in European Cinema, Spanish Cinema is still very much governed by mono-cultural concepts, which are reflected in the cinematic landscape. Like in German Migrant Cinema (Rings 2008), this tendency is based on (neo-)colonial paradigms which continue to inform official discourse and can be found as re-inscriptions in the films, even if they fight patterns of neo-colonial exploitation and racial discrimination within the boundaries of what is supposed to be the official model for intercultural relations: Madrid (see Empresa Municipal 2008 below). The examples chosen for this exploration are Las cartas de Alou (Armendáriz 1990) and Taxi (Saura 1996), as they mark key periods in the development of Spanish Cinema about migration (see Santaolalla 2007), promise a deconstruction of separatist concepts, and include the Spanish capital in their focus. By drawing on post-colonial, transcultural, sociological and spatial theories, this study investigates the correlation between cinematic and official texts from a neo-colonial perspective largely ignored by contemporary film criticism. In its focus on the spatial framing of natives and migrants, the analysis will try to answer two key questions: 1) What are the main characteristics of neo-colonial urban imagery in the case of Madrid, and how are these represented in official and cinematic discourse? 2) What are the alternatives the films have to offer, and which are their limits?


The cinematic landscape is […] an ideologically charged cultural creation 
whereby meanings of place and society are made, legitimized, contested and obscured.

Jeff Hopkins (1994: 47)


1. City narratives

In their marketing of the Spanish capital Madrid the city authorities have created a very concrete image of the city, which is directly disseminated via numerous brochures, leaflets, posters, TV adverts and – in particular – the official website ‘www.esMadrid.com’. This portrayal also has a significant impact on the content of numerous travel guides, city guides and Spanish as a Foreign Language learning programmes, to name just a few mediators of this official discourse. However, as ‘the portal of the city of Madrid’, produced and regularly updated by the ‘Empresa Municipal Promoción de Madrid’ – a public company owned by Madrid City Council, ‘esMadrid.com’ seems a good starting point to approach the official imagery of the capital as a cosmopolitan business centre with major opportunities for everybody. The capital’s global focus is already highlighted in one of the introductory sections:
‘In the past, Madrid was made up of people from all four corners of Spain - today it is comprised of people from all four corners of the world, bringing with them every culture and every point of view. But there is one thing that has not changed: in Madrid there is a place for everyone because nobody asks where you come from’ (see Empresa Municipal 2008, ‘Always’ – ‘Explore Madrid’).
The bold statement of Madrid as ‘a place for everyone’ Applying Urban’s differentiation between ‘space’ and ‘place’ (2007: 50f.), the text might actually want to portray Madrid as a highly dynamic open ‘space’, within which migrants could establish clear borderlines to subjectively define their own ‘place’ in society. After all, for the city authorities, the key characteristics of the capital seem to be its blurring of static boundaries and its hybrid identity facilitated by anonymity. is later on elaborated when the capital advances to ‘a cosmopolitan city embracing new cultures, where […] more than six million people from 172 different nationalities live side by side harmoniously’ (ibid., ‘Business’ – ‘Invest in Madrid’ – ‘Why choose Madrid?’). Unfortunately, the only proof to substantiate this major claim appears to be the sheer number of nationalities itself which – according to the website – ‘speaks volumes of the city’s ability to successfully integrate different communities’ (ibid., ‘Business’ – ‘Invest in Madrid’ – ‘A Cosmopolitan City’). Regrettably, there are no explicit examples of such peaceful and constructive intercultural city life supposedly enhanced by a certain degree of anonymity. There is, however, a clear statement about Madrid as ‘the natural link between Europe, Latin America and North Africa’ (ibid., ‘Business’ – ‘Invest in Madrid’ – ‘Why choose Madrid?’), and recent data from the National Institute of Statistics ‘INE’ confirms that most foreigners with official residence in Madrid province originate from these areas: Out of a total population of just under 6,252,000 inhabitants with nearly 1 million of foreign origin, roughly 50% come from Latin America (455,000), followed by 34% from Europe (349,000) and 10% from Africa (107,000). These are predominantly new EU members from the East of Europe and include nearly 190,000 Rumanians, 30,000 Bulgarians and 26,000 Poles. See INE 2008 for data from 1st January 2008. The city report adds that this is mainly a result of immigration in the last two decades, According to the ‘Observatorio’, the percentage of foreign residents among the total population of the city of Madrid has increased from 1% in 1986 to nearly 16% in 2005 (2005: 5). and that the percentage of these new residents per district varies enormously. E.g. 39.75% in San Cristóbal/Villaverde compared to 2.38% in Fuencarral/El Pardo. See Observatorio 2005: 5. Despite the lack of governmental control of such significant, recent and unevenly distributed immigration, ‘esMadrid.com’ insists not only on the harmonious coexistence but on conflict-free interaction. All this is reminiscent of the ‘hispanismo’ discourse that governs all centenaries of the so-called discovery of America – including the heavily criticised celebration of the fifth one in 1992 in Seville – because it claims similar harmonious Spanish-Latin American relations under Spanish patriarchal guidance. The official website suggests taking this construct to the next level: global cosmopolitanism under Spanish guidance and protection, with Madrid as prime example. 
However, official discourse here does not only propose which image of Madrid the visitor of the website should internalise but how he should do that. A potential interpretative structure is displayed by images that accompany the text, especially by a photo of a young woman of Asiatic origin in conversation with a Spanish-looking young man in front of a postmodern sculpture and contemporary office buildings. On this photo, which alternates with the images of massive cargo and skyscrapers above most subsections of ‘Invest in Madrid’, the female Other in a rather informal anorak listens carefully and smiles politely at the talking Spanish man formally dressed for business purpose. Clearly, the photo aims to underline the interactive dimension of business life in Madrid and refers to Spanish-Asian relations as another example of good practice, but it does so in a hierarchical dimension: the male Spanish host talks while the invited female Other listens, and a formally dressed non-white Morrocan male or a black African business man talking at a Spanish woman is nowhere to be seen, neither on this website nor in any other official document researched for this study. In the context of Spanish patriarchalism, which reappeared explicitly in 1992 and afterwards, Particularly problematic is the glorification of Spanish conquerors as paternal mediators of humanist civilisation and Christianity, which reached a culminating point when the Spanish government requested the printing of new banknotes in 1992 to honour Pizarro, Cortés and Columbus (see their faces on the 1000 and 5000 peseta banknote). See also Rings (2005: 63f.). this might be a good example of the ‘continuing force of authority’, which shapes ‘self concept, values, political systems and personalities’ (Robinson 1997: 22) and could – in its link to colonial patterns of thought – easily be summarised as ‘neo-colonial’. For further discussion see Rings/Ife 2008: 3f. Drawing on Hofstede’s popular notion of ‘culture’ as result of a ‘collective programming of the mind” (2001: 4, 18f.), it might not be wrong to talk about the internalisation of colonial mentalities that expresses itself in conscious and – particularly – unconscious actions, as is probably the case in the official website design. Shankar confirms this by highlighting that ‘economic subordination’ and ‘cultural imperialism’ have survived the colonial empires (2001: 137), We define colonialism here as ‘the specific form of cultural exploitation that developed with the expansion of Europe’ over the last 500 years and that is linked to post-renaissance practices of imperialism and to the development of a ‘modern capitalist system of economic exchange’ (Ashcroft et al. 1999: 45f.). and Bhabha criticises very similarly an “ongoing colonialcolonialism, colonial present” (1994: 128).
Interestingly enough, with Spanish-North African and Spanish-Asian relations, the city’s narratives underline precisely those cases as examples of good practice that Santaolalla has ear-marked as outstanding expressions of Othering and cultural separation mirrored in contemporary Spanish cinema (2005: 119-152, ‘El “Otro” por excelencia’). Anthropological and historical studies confirm that the cinematic images reflect current mentalities, at least in so far as Moroccans and sub-Saharan Africans tend to be much less appreciated amongst Spanish employers and employees than, for example, Poles and most other Eastern European immigrants, not to mention Western Europeans. See Ramírez Goicoechea (2005: 661) with reference to CIS (1995) and Díez Nicolás (1999). To which extent popular scepticism as regards Moroccans is still very much historically founded remains unclear but there might indeed be psychological explanations for a distorted re-actualization of historical aspects, which Rosa de Madariaga has stressed: ‘El español se reconoce demasiado en el otro – moro – y esto lo irrita, le causa desasosiego, lo lleva, en un esfuerzo por distinguirse, por afirmarse, a reaccionar violentamente contra él. Hay que demostrar a los demás europeos que el español es superior, que África no empieza en los Pirineos. La marca distintiva de siglos anteriores entre español-cristiano y moro-musulmán se transforma en los siglos XIX y XX en la marca distintiva entre español-europeo y moro-africano-asiático’ (1988: 585). If that is so, the selection of examples in the official narrative could be regarded more as a wish-list than a reflection of empirically confirmed intercultural interaction, which would make sense in the current atmosphere of increasing migration from these areas, as well as in a climate of global competition where improved relationships with for example Morocco and China can only be of benefit for Madrid. Nevertheless, the claim of omnipresent harmonious relationships between Spaniards and people from all other nations living in Madrid remains extremely doubtful, and the cracks in official discourse draw readers’ attention to the weakness of other constructs, such as the apparent confusion between notions of multiculturalism and interculturalism in a text that starts off with the idea of living ‘side by side’ and then stresses the interaction in business life. For definitions of ‘interculturalism’ as the philosophy of interactive exchanges between people from different cultures in opposition to a traditional multicultural focus on co-existence see Welsch (1997: 70f.) and Antor (2006: 30). At first glance, the traditional multicultural concept of coexistence seems to be outdated in a website that invites people from all over the world to participate actively in city life, but there is suggestive evidence that city authorities might not be opposed to a combination of private co-existence and public interaction. After all, the marketing focus of the website is geared towards investments into the city’s infrastructure, be it via American tourists’ money spent on accommodation and expensive restaurants, Chinese students’ money reaching local business schools, or Indian investors’ capital and expertise supporting IT developments in the city. While tourists, students and commercial investors are repeatedly addressed, there is no mention of an official interest in mixing the population. Even worse, the claim that the city has no integration problems at all renders unnecessary any attempts to enhance integration by major ‘get to know your neighbour’ marketing campaigns or subsidised language and intercultural support classes for immigrants. In other words, the ‘cosmopolitan’ character of the city council, which should be re-defined as significant openness to foreign investment streams, meets provincial mono-culturalism when it comes to ‘living with each other’. Unfortunately, it is precisely this fundamental separatism of cultures that marks the continuity from (neo-)colonial mono-culturalism to traditional multiculturalism. See transculturalists Welsch (1997: 70) and Huggan (2006: 58). 
Finally, the historical high-culture focus of official discourse is worth noting, because the city authorities highlight that ‘the most authentic Madrid’ is actually Golden Age-Madrid, meaning the city of Miguel de Cervantes, Calderón de la Barca and, in particular, Diego de Velázquez, whose Meninas are stressed as ‘the icon of the city’ (see ibid. ‘Always’ – ‘History’ – ‘Madrid in the Golden Age’). This is not directly new, since Madrid’s cultural ‘capital’ – to draw on a term proposed by influential sociologist Bourdieu (1987: 212f.) – has been treated as key aspect of the city by numerous intermediators of official discourse before, and Spanish as a Foreign Language course books provide many good examples. From Eso Es, over Spanisch Aktiv, Intercambio and Ele up to Planeta, the Museo del Prado is next to numerous other high-culture attractions not only a ‘must’ for visitors and residents alike but – sometimes – the only aspect of Madrid worth knowing about. See the focus in Spanisch Akiv 1 on people who might be unable to recognise Velázquez’ Meninas but come to Madrid exclusively to visit the Museo del Prado (Martín Peris et al. 1989: 120ff.). When approaching Barcelona, the reader is simply provided with a map of 35 local museums to speculate about their exhibitions (ibid. 134). However, in line with Bianchini’s assessment of royal events as constructions that stabilize a mindscape of traditional nationhood by transforming urban surroundings into a fictitious space of pre-modern state power (2006: 18), it could be argued that the focus on the – similarly fictitious – high-culture past in the official narrative favours the privileges of citizens with high economic and cultural capital. On the other hand, citizens with low economic and cultural capital might have perceived Madrid already in the 16th century more as a place where a decent life is not easy to achieve, rather than as the city of Velázquez or otherwise ‘Golden Age’. However, the same groups that felt forced to emigrate to the colonies in order to improve their situation seemed extremely open to represent official superiority constructs, in which civilised, rational and patriarchal Spain assumed the divine right and duty to invade, occupy and govern the enormous yet less civilised, rather irrational and overall female-imagined new territories. See Lewis (1996) for an introduction into such binaries in colonial texts and Hölz (1998) for a detailed analysis of continuities from 16th century chronicles to European avant-garde literature of the 19th and 20th centuries. Understandably, official websites and leaflets nowadays prefer to ignore the importance of colonialism in the development of Spanish cities like Madrid and Seville in the early modern period in order to avoid conflicts with the authorities’ current slogans about interculturalism. Instead, mottos like ‘the past lives on’ link the idea of ‘authentic’ Golden Age Madrid explicitly to the image of today’s cosmopolitan business centre: ‘The “old and traditional” Madrid palpitates in every street, hand-in-hand with the most progressive demonstrations, and has evolved, enriched by the contributions of all of those who have come to our city’ (ibid., ‘Always’ – ‘Traditions’ – ‘The Past lives on’). This reflects a teleological concept within which the city authorities’ business focus appears to be a natural consequence of high-culture developments from the past, rather than a neo-capitalist rupture with it or a new situation. In line with Baroque portrayals in contemporary Hispanic Cinema, it might be more accurate to acknowledge a mixture of historical continuities and discontinuities that does not follow linear notions of progressive development (see Rings 2006: 191f.). Overall, the city authorities’ synthesis of economic and cultural capital for ‘selling’ Madrid is not surprising as it follows the trend of greater autonomy of both fields within (post)modern societies, at the expense of inherited social capital. For different customs, e.g. amongst the Kabyles, see Bourdieu 1998: 176f. Ultimately, all this correlates with neo-liberal and neo-capitalist approaches in an increasingly global world, although the above mentioned language learning programmes tend to be less enthusiastic about this. For open criticism see Eso Es 1 which stresses unemployment, traffic problems and air pollution in Madrid (Masoliver et al. 1992: 40f.). Spanisch Aktiv is an example for an escape into the past (see footnote 7), while Planet@ follows official narrative by locating the life of contemporary Spanish youth between bakery, tabak shop, Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, Museo del Prado, Museo Thyssen and Biblioteca Nacional (Cerrolaza et al. 1998: 43). Other cracks in the city’s narratives highlight different aspects of human alienation often connected with the marginalisation of the aged, those with low cultural capital, women and most non-white minorities, ‘Young’, ‘dynamic’ and ‘highly qualified’ seem to be the buzz words, with which the city authorities wish to associate current migration streams into the city in order to attract more investors (see Empresa Municipal 2008, ‘Business’ – ‘Invest in Madrid’ – ‘A Cosmopolitan City’ and ‘Workforce’). This implies a marginalisation of old age and of groups with low cultural capital. Gender discrimination filters in via the photos blended in above most of these texts (see younger women’s framing at the margins under ‘Business’ – ‘Invest in Madrid’ – ‘Infrastructure’: they either admire the older male colleague’s latest hand-size computer or make phone calls, while he remains in the centre of attention). Racial (rather than ethnic) discrimination also shines through these photos, since most of them present exclusively Western-style business men and women. which cannot be further explored in the framework of this essay. Instead, this study will focus on the official key concepts and structural weaknesses elaborated so far in order to investigate how much they are either subverted or confirmed by the films.


2. Migrants in Spanish Cinema of the 1990s 

The sheer speed of Spain’s demographic transformation in the last two decades has turned immigration into a topic of major – and often – polemic controversy in media discourse. Particularly since the 1990s, Spanish Cinema has substantially contributed to this debate, not only with criticising current social, economic and political discrimination, but also through providing numerous examples of alternatives characterised by tolerance and mutual respect. Many of these films focus on Madrid, partially because of its higher than average percentage of foreign residents, but surely also because the capital remains the centre of Spanish film production, and the necessary resources for the production of standard feature films are more easily and cost-efficiently available there. Films worth considering in this context are Las cartas de Alou (1990) and Taxi (1996), which have developed a cinematic image about contemporary Madrid that seems exemplary of the distance a major part of Spanish Cinema maintains towards the city’s narratives outlined in the previous section. This might be linked to the fact that the films tend to focus on groups whose cultural, economic and especially symbolic capital is relatively low (e.g. simple manual workers, taxi drivers) For an overview of ‘capital’ linked to professions and jobs see Bourdieu 1998: 19 and 1987: 212f.  and who, therefore, remain marginalised in ‘esMadrid.com’ and other official texts aimed at promoting the city – despite their numerical dominance in Madrid’s workforce. On the other hand, there is far less need to hide cultural or economic conflicts in contemporary cinema as neither box office success nor financial support from cultural institutions depend necessarily on such a manipulation of space, whereas the city authorities’ interest in attracting investors certainly correlates with it. Instead, there are other factors to be taken into account for cinematic success, such as tendencies towards melodramatic structures and excess, which are objects of this film analysis. However, there is no doubt that in a period of increasing migration and a growing virtual culture, the films’ cultural observations are of key importance, be it as potential reflections of popular attitudes, ideas and preoccupations, or as regards their likely impact on popular views and opinions on the topic. The potential impact of cinema seems today as strong as once outlined in the Moyne Committee Report, according to which film is ‘undoubtedly a most important factor in the education of all classes of the community, in the spread of national culture and in presenting national ideas and customs to the world’ (Cinematograph Act 1927, quoted in Aldgate 2002:1). In this ‘educational’ sense, Junkelmann categorises films like Gladiator as a primary medium for shaping general ideas about the Ancient World today: Film is ‘perhaps the medium with the biggest impact on reception of Ancient World that has ever existed’ (2004: 63).  


2.1 Las Cartas de Alou

The first film that draws a wider audience’s attention to the problems black migrants might be facing in Spain is Montxo Armendáriz’s Las Cartas de Alou, released on 14 November 1990. A significant part of the film is shot in Madrid and no other feature film will treat the reception of non-white migrants in the capital in a similar way until Carlos Saura’s Taxi in 1996. Armendáriz handed over the copyright to SOS Racismo in exchange for SOS members giving advice during all production periods, and maybe in this context it is not surprising that the film has become a tool of anti-racist education and intercultural training in the school environment and beyond (see Santaolalla 2007: 468f.). However, despite claims of being close to ‘reality’, See Santaolalla for details on viewers’ feedback (2007: 468f.). it should be treated as what it is: a fictional product that primarily mirrors non-governmental perspectives on migration to Spain. In opposition to the official portrayal of globalisation as de-limitation and dissolution of borderlines, the film emphasises the strength of traditional boundaries and the mechanisms used to (re-)erect new ones in an effort to protect the natives’ privileges. This is clear and rather dramatic (which has probably enhanced the film’s dissemination) in the case of illegal black immigrant Alou, whose travels from Africa via Almeria to Madrid and Barcelona province appear as an enormous quest for a place where he can live with human dignity. Until he meets his Spanish girlfriend Carmen towards the end of the film, Spaniards usually limit themselves to make money from him or to tell him where he does not belong, be it the lorry driver who finds him on ‘his’ vegetable plantation somewhere in Almeria, the worker in Madrid who detects him on ‘his’ building site, or the owner of a village pub near Barcelona who does not want to serve black immigrants. In all cases the cultural clash is displayed behind aspects of a perilous trip to reach the new place: the dangerous nightly boat-trip to reach Spain, the travel to Madrid where somebody steals his travel bag with the money in it, or the long nightly walk along Catalan railways. This way, the montage accentuates the lack of Spanish hospitality and with it the immigrant’s role as victim of inhuman conditions and hostilities, not only in his own country (which forced him to leave) but also in Spain, and that by people who seem to have forgotten their own recent history of emigration – a remark appearing in Gutiérrez’s Poniente (2002). 
Unlike in Almeria, in Madrid Alou is exposed to the anonymity of a metropolis with masses of people, but they ignore each other and so he has to search for support. The camera’s focus on hectic street life and claustrophobic accommodation creates an own filmic geography of the capital, a ‘cinematic city’ (Dear 2000: 183f.) that does not relate to the tourist attractions highlighted in official discourse. In this sense, Alou’s ejection from the building site is highly symbolical because the site relates to the image of the fast growing capital the city authorities wish to project, although without the intercultural dimension highlighted by them. After all, it is always a non-white migrant who helps him find a space to live and work, be it the vegetable plantation in Almeria, the fruit plantation or sewing business in Barcelona, or the pubs and streets of Madrid, where he sells cheap goods – just like the nameless African in Taxi. In all cases, Alou is relocated into colonial space, in particular as a manual worker exploited by white plantation owners, but also as a black tradesman on streets controlled by white police. Surely, ‘esMadrid.com’ does not refer directly to these jobs when it tries to sell the city by stressing its low labour costs, See Empresa Municipal (2008) ‘Business’ – ‘Invest in Madrid’ – ‘Workforce’: ‘Average salaries are lower than in most of its European counterparts.’ but there is no doubt that the availability of cheap labour can be a strong argument for investing into Madrid, be it with direct regard to running a business (apart from Alou’s roles see Nena as shop assistant in Gutiérrez Aragón’s Cosas que dejé en la Habana 1997), purchasing goods (Alou as tradesman on the street) or caring for children and elderly (Olga in Pérez Rosado’s Agua con sal 2005). Recalling colonial times, all this comes with a strict separation of white and non-white living space: on the plantation in Almeria a tiny house far away from the accommodation of white bosses and village people holds more than a dozen workers from Africa, in Barcelona province the substructure of a former aqueduct serves as a shelter for several dozens immigrants, and in the capital a room in a very primitive ‘hostal’ caters for at least half a dozen. Finding a place is not easy, as emphasised in Cosas by Igor’s seduction of single women in order to get accommodation, but individual living space is nearly impossible to get because it tends to be reserved for the whites. See Saïd’s experience in Poniente when trying to rent a flat in the village. As Alou’s experience shows, non-whites are usually kept in groups, like herds, within relatively small and rather dark claustrophobic spaces, which is highly illustrative of the narrow boundaries set for them and which underlines their difficulties in recovering subjectivity. See Görling (2007: 153f.) for claustrophobia in Tevfik Baser’s films. Cultural separatism is also dramatically highlighted through the quality of this accommodation, which Alou’s Moroccan companion from the crossing pointedly summarises towards the end as ‘bad smell and dirty? – our place!’ (‘¿mal olor y sucio? – ¡nuestro lugar!’). Exceptions are associated with cross-cultural relations and with the immigrants’ assumption of (neo-) colonial roles from the whites. However, unlike his pen pale Mulai, who has succeeded by marrying a Spanish woman and building up a small sewing business, Alou remains illegal and as such extremely vulnerable. It is not a coincidence that he is deported back to Africa, but – at the very end – the film shows him again on a boat to return to his girlfriend Carmen, who represents both his love and his chance to start a life with human dignity by achieving legal status through marriage. While the film might superficially support Görling’s romantic notion of love as entity without boundaries (2004: 45), there are also the erotic, social and economic components worth considering.
Alou’s body – the last place the migrant can retreat into – is very much integrated into this system of neo-colonial exploitation, in particular as an incredibly economic and very flexible picking and collecting ‘machine’ on the plantations, that can be easily disposed of after the harvest, or earlier in case of malfunction. However, the same corporal strength that distinguishes him as a good worker can also be used to resist humiliation, in particular in the scene in which Alou fights the Spanish worker who forbids him to eat a pear from the plantation. As symbol of Alou’s strong rebellious ego, his body becomes a place of postcolonial resistance against arbitrary use of historical white authority when he forces the white man to eat that pear, an action which reminds of Raúl’s rebellion against a global consumerist re-inscription of his body in Jamón, jamón. Just like the Mercedes logo, which Raúl pulls out the car, represents global consumerism, the pear collected by cheap labour on a plantation, can be read as symbolism for forced colonial work. For an analysis of the rebellious body in Jamón, jamón see Fouz-Hernández (2005: 197f.). On the other hand, just like in colonial times, the fight leads to an immediate loss of working and living space, and not finding any ‘good patron’ (one of the first words Alou learns in Spanish) to work for, might mean the same as deportation back to Africa: living in subhuman conditions or simply starving to death. Despite the rhetoric of friendship, the job as a tradesman employed by his new African ‘friend’ in Madrid does not break with these patterns of authoritarian exploitation either, which reminds the audience of the replacement of white colonisers and neo-colonial plantation managers by black successors. At the same time, Alou is framed as a sexual object by a couple of Spanish women who look for him and his ‘friend’ only if and when they want to have sex. Admittedly, the clever tradesman who gives Alou a place to sleep and then teaches him to sell his watches on the streets is not comparable to a Mugabe in Zimbabwe, but behind the superficial notion of black brothers united in their fight to survive in a white dominated economy there is the bitter taste of ‘internalised Orientalism’ Drawing on Said’s discussion of ‘Orientalism’ as hegemonic representation of non-occidental cultures (1978: 2f., 45f.) and Bhabha’s notion of mimicry in colonial discourse (1994: 86f.), it is possible to talk here about an internalisation of Orientalism. Baser’s framing of traditional Turkish culture as backwards, stagnant and barbarian in 40 Quadratmeter Deutschland and Abschied vom falschen Paradies could be regarded as examples of internalised Orientalism in German Migrant Cinema (for an analysis see Rings 2008: 12f.). when he describes Alou’s rebellion against the new economic and sexual exploitation as the action of an ill mind in front of the Spanish women: ‘I don’t know what’s wrong with him’ (‘No sé lo que le pasa.’). Similarly, the Cuban aunt in Cosas rejects Nena because she does not accept the place of neo-colonial exploitation reserved for her, but her Othering of fellow countrymen culminates in an excessive rejection of Cuban food and customs, despite her desire for it.
Unfortunately, the framing of Alou as sexual object is not limited to the perspective of some characters in the film – as for example Zulema’s description in Princesas – but rather a part of the general message it conveys, which is drawn from (neo-)colonial stereotypes. Whilst evoking empathy with Alou’s destiny, e.g. by the ‘mise-en-scène’ of his emotional and psychological subjectivity as they appear in the letters to his family and friends (the ‘cartas’ from the title), Armendáriz constantly highlights his protagonists’ black body as object of desire and overall places him in an imagined pre-civilised corporal world that belongs to the central and highly ambiguous aspects of colonial fantasy. See Young on the duality of colonial discourse between desire and rejection (1995: 90-117). Santaolalla (2007: 469f.) outlines Alou’s erotic features but does not recognise the link to colonial imagery. Shortly after his arrival in Spain, the camera leads the viewer to Alou’s naked torso and frames it in detail when he cleans himself in the sea stressing his muscles and dark skin. As Santaolalla remarks, there is no direct shot at the genital zone (2007: 469), but colonial stereotyping is confirmed when Spanish women in Madrid argue that he would be ideal to ‘comfort widows’ (‘consolar viudas’). In fact, Alou succeeds in winning Carmen’s affection in a pub in which most clients are white, and there are strong allusions to the importance of sex in this love story. Finally, his difficulties with Spanish language and customs are not unproblematic either as they contribute to this traditional framing of black people as stronger in a corporal than in an intellectual sense, in particular because there is no major exception to this rule until the ‘mise-en-scène’ of the black diplomat in Taxi and the Cuban sisters in Cosas. Spanish Cinema has certainly developed alternatives to the erotic portrayal of Alou, and Uribe’s non-sexual projection of black Ombasi as extremely peaceful nature-bound being in Bwana is a good example. However, Bwana draws on colonial stereotyping as well when framing Ombasi as the more rational vis-à-vis Antonio, the Spanish father and husband figure in crisis. Ultimately, the viewer is here presented with a re-edition of the ‘noble savage’, who already marked socio-cultural criticism in French and Spanish Romanticism and who has now been picked up by Uribe to explore the weaknesses of contemporary Spanish family and society, rather than only those of ‘the white Spanish man in crisis’ as Santaolalla argues (2005: 159). Like Chateaubriand’s Atalá, Ombasi is governed by a superior link to nature that gives him the strength to resist the moral corruption of European citizens represented by a coward, racist and hypocrite Antonio, who leaves him in the dramatic end at the mercy of skinheads and who is anything but a role model for his family. Alou is a bit too ambitious and self-centred to fit into this image but his fight against neo-colonial exploitation seems more than justified which provides him too with an aura of moral superiority. In this sense, the protagonists from Las cartas and Bwana could both be regarded as examples of an inversion of colonial hierarchies, but this inversion does not break with the binary structure of colonial discourse, nor does it offer a clear and feasible alternative to white mainstream society. Instead, the noble savage Ombasi and the fighter Alou invite occidental society to reform itself and, in particular, to work against moral corruption in order to return to its traditional role of exemplary civilisation. 


2.2 Taxi 

The popular thriller Taxi by famous director Carlos Saura, in which Ingrid Rubio as female protagonist Paz won two major awards, places discrimination patterns into a much wider context than Las cartas does: Rather than targeting migrants only, the fascist taxi driving characters want to ‘clean’ the streets of Madrid from all kinds of ‘human garbage’, their definition of drug addicts, homosexuals, transvestites and, particularly, non-white immigrants. What matters with respect to foreigners is clearly not so much their status (legal, illegal, diplomatic), ethnic origin (Africa, US) or foreign passport but the colour of their skin or, to be more precise, their race. As confirmed by data from the Observatorio de la Inmigración Marroquí en España (2007), at the time Taxi was produced Morrocans formed numerically the strongest group of non-white immigrants in Madrid, which helps to explain why their illegal settlement in the capital’s suburbs becomes the main target for Calero’s fascists. The dramatic scene is representative for excessive racist violence in many other films about migration like Bwana and Poniente, which both end on such a note, and it reconstructs very similarly – for the purpose of deconstruction – the highly popular mono-cultural discourse this violence is based upon. The stereotypical arguments for the Others’ expulsion or elimination are quickly summarised by Calero: ‘they are the ones who steal your job and rape your women’ (‘son los que roban vuestros trabajos y violan a vuestras mujeres’). Certainly, neither the former nor the latter corresponds to the taxi drivers’ own experiences, but precisely this lack of confirmation leads the viewer to understand the projected nationalist belief as expression of traditional Othering and as justification for racist aggression as part of a ‘bellum iustum’. All this could be traced back to colonial dichotomies stressing the supposedly illegal aggressive and barbarian nature of the Other against the legal, peaceful and civilised character of the invader, although the image of the barbarian seems to have changed from cannibal to rapist. An early example of Spanish official discourse governed by such dichotomies is Sepúlveda’s argument of the conquest and colonization of America as a ‘bellum iustum’ based on the framing of indigenous population as human flesh eating barbarians that need to be forced to accept Christian values (see Rings 2005: 58f.). Spanish fascism under Franco, the direct model for Calero’s ‘cleaning’ of contemporary Madrid, draws for its historical re-construction on a very similar dichotomy. With the notion of fascist Spain as leader of a new crusade against pagans, Franco goes even one step further in the line of historical legitimation by explicitly stressing the link between crusades, re-conquest, conquest and civil war. The cinematic de-construction follows Calero’s binary by inverting each aspect of this portrayal: Illegal are in particular the fascists’ assaults, they are the only aggressive group in the film, and the attribute ‘barbarian’ not only fits their murders of the supposed ‘human garbage’, but the assassination of their own people – such as Velázquez. 
The fact that most victims are caught as taxi passengers is symbolical as – ironically – this modern means of public transport is constantly used by a pre-modern person-centred group for racist purpose. Hahn is certainly right in claiming that a key characteristic of modern societies is the increased framing of people as bearer of functions rather than social roles, a topic nicely indicated in Pepe Danquart’s Fare Dodger (Schwarzfahrer 1993). However, unlike in Fare Dodger, where the racist woman in the tram is ultimately expulsed by a supervisor whose job is checking tickets (without regard of the passengers’ race or symbolic capital), the relative isolation and anonymity of clients and drivers in a taxi in the metropolis Madrid allows the fascists to apply their own laws, which are those of their ‘caudillo’ Calero. In other words, the value of Madrid’s anonymity – which official discourse regards as facilitator of contemporary integration (see first section) – is here reversed as it protects traditional enemies of multiculturalism and interculturalism from modern and post-modern institutional law. This does not necessarily imply that violent racists are much easier to persecute in a rural setting – as films like Hüseyin’s Anita and me indicates, but Bollaín’s Flores de otro mundo seems to argue along those lines. The fascists follow a strictly hierarchical mono-cultural and person-centred structure inspired by traditional forms of caudillismo: at the bottom new ‘soldiers’ such as Dani and quickly recruited skinheads, in the middle senior members like Niño, Reme and Velázquez, and all this headed by the former policeman (probably under Franco) and now Franco-inspired ‘mini-caudillo’ Calero. Considering the rigid centralisation of the Spanish nation under fascism, which is still visible in contemporary Madrid, the ‘family’s’ ambition to ‘clean’ the capital can be read as an attempt to complete the work fascist propaganda promised to deliver after the Civil War: ‘liberate’ the nation from ‘enemies’ and ‘parasites’. However, the setting of boundaries is arbitrary, and at the end of the film, in the news shown on TV, a Spanish fascist demands Europe as a whole to be white: ‘Europa blanca’. In short, there is no space for non-white immigrants in the taxi drivers’ world, and there are no exceptions for non-immigrant black people either. Since social Darwinist race theories were already extremely popular when European colonialism reached its culminating point, i.e. in a largely democratic period in 1920s Europe – long before German and Spanish fascism came to power – biological racism might be better described in relation to cultural hierarchies elaborated in colonial discourse. Parallels could actually be drawn as far back as the famous debate between the Head of the Spanish Inquisition Sepúlveda and bishop Las Casas in the mid 16th century, in which Sepúlveda explicitly questioned the indians’ human character, thereby feeding common doubts of conquerors and colonizers in the centuries to come (see Rings 2005: 58). As Campra rightly summarises, being classified an ‘Other’ in colonial discourse implied not only being different but less: ‘less strong, less intelligent … less human’ (1991: 82). By drawing on such principles, Calero’s fascists can link up to popular support for traditional constructions of Spanish (understood as white European) superiority, although these might currently follow more the lines of cultural than biological racism.
Unfortunately, in its fruitful focus on fascist perspectives and group dynamics, Saura’s film reduces immigrants and other target groups so excessively to the role of victims that they are left as objects of historical processes, just like the helpless stagnant Other in colonial discourse, where Europe appears as progressive ‘maker of history’ (Blaut 1993: 1). Caught in the traditional Las Casas-style dichotomy of bad white perpetrators and good coloured victims, the Africans from Taxi remain in desperate need of white patriarchal protection, ironically offered by female protagonist Paz who defends the passive black African in the pub from her aggressive boyfriend. This way, the dramatically objectified African becomes a prime example of colonial and neo-colonial claims about the whites’ right to and duty of leadership. Certainly, the Moroccans in their illegal settlement fight back, and so does the African diplomat, but both are examples of a rather instinctive resistance, a spontaneous reaction more than an action, which does not allow the viewer to regard them as subjects with their own aims and agendas (like Alou and Ombasi) based on their own individual history and culture (see Adbembi in Poniente). The spatial framing of all victims in public spaces only, rather than inside their own homes, confirms their lack of subjectivity. Even the African diplomat remains at the mercy of Spanish negotiations, in which the confrontation between Paz and Calero could be read as a new, albeit distorted, contemporary cinematic edition of the clash between Las Casas and Sepúlveda. At the end, their access to space depends on Spanish civil courage and good will, not only by Paz but by the Spanish government, which invites the diplomat, de-legitimises fascist ‘cleaning’ by assessing it as murder, and reduces Calero’s activities to nightly clandestine crimes.
In this context, it is worth remembering that key scenes of Taxi are shot in the Retiro park, originally designed for the Spanish Court's recreational use but opened to the public during the revolution of 1868. Rebellious Paz and her boyfriend Dani kiss for the first time in front of the Crystal Palace in the centre of the park, and Paz retreats to the same place when hunted by Calero, all this at night shaped by the expressionist lighting and colour of cinematographer Vittorio Storaro. The building, originally erected to display fragile flower species from the Philippine Islands for the International Exhibition in 1887, was a chance to prove to the rest of the world the greatness of Spain, and Paz’s new relationship builds on such symbolism: The love between the female rebel (who fights all forms of patriarchal authority, be it her father’s at home or Calero’s outside) and Dani (the new fascist recruit against his own will) is extremely fragile, but there is also enormous potential in it. If the two can find a way together, the vicious circle of hate and violence could be broken and Calero’s organisation might be finished – provided the two were to report him to the police. Only 5 minutes from the end, when Paz breaks up with Dani and Calero starts hunting her, it looks as if such prospects are unattainable, which is confirmed by her not finding shelter in front of the well-lit palace anymore and then giving up on her attempt to run way. However, the fact that she awaits Calero at the monument to Alfonso XII, the so called ‘Peacemaker’ (‘Pacificador’) who – only aged 17 – ended the fighting in a country shaken by the ‘Revolutionary Sexenial’ (1868-1874), is highly significant. Paz reminds the viewer of Alfonso, not only by her name and young age but by fighting those who reject the concept of peaceful coexistence of different (sub-)cultures as betrayal of patriotic values. See in this context also the scene of Calero throwing away Paz’s lighter, which comes with the inscription ‘Fight for peace’ (‘Lucha por la paz’) and which he finds to his great annoyance in Dani’s possession.  Her location during this scene, exactly underneath Pedro Carbonell’s bronze relief in which La Patria praises the restauration of Alfonso’s monarchy as re-establishment of peaceful patriotism, highlights the fascists’ belief as absurd. 
In this respect, the film follows the city authorities’ portrayal of Madrid as deeply rooted in a history of peaceful intercultural and intra-cultural coexistence, which is bound to continue after Paz’ victory. However, there are at least two weaknesses in Saura’s dramatic contribution to sell Madrid as a good place for investors and tourists alike, one is linked to Madrid’s colonial past and another to its neo-capitalist present. While the location for Calero’s death – at the statue of Alfonso XII – clearly suggests that the film wishes to frame fascist nationalism as an aberration of a history of peaceful patriotism represented by the constitutional monarch, it is difficult to ignore the park’s numerous reminders of Spanish colonialism, Most tourist brochures stress the role of Philipp II, who considerably enlarged the royal retreat while his colonial enterprise enhanced Spain’s development to an undisputed global power. Philipp IV commissioned famous architects to further expand and enrich the park with prestigious building and a major lake while Spanish territory reached its maximum expansion. which played an important role in the historical justification of Franco’s regime. On the other hand, Fraser – who does not explore the park’s colonial or 19th century symbolism at all – makes references to an unacknowledged 20th century history of ‘class conflicts’ that shine through as soon as the ‘bourgeois’ taxi drivers and their kids access the Retiro at a time when it is supposed to be closed to avoid prostitutes, drug addicts, illegal immigrants and other ‘undesirables’ conquering the space. See Fraser 2006: 27. Problematic is his undifferentiated and (with regard to Bourdieu’s theory of capital) probably outdated use of the term ‘class’, because a) the boundaries between middle and under class remain extremely vague, and b) the taxi drivers attacks cannot really be reduced to a class conflict. While neither the taxi drivers with skinhead support nor their victims can easily be subsumed under the binary construct of middle versus under class, ‘underclass’-belonging is certainly not a pre-requisite for the fascists to murder or expulse homosexuals, transvestites and black people (see the treatment of the homosexual in the disco as well as the transvestite and the African diplomat in the taxi). Already during the production and dissemination period of Taxi the Retiro is heavily policed, but Saura’s film does not even mention the parallels between the policemen’s and the fictional taxi drivers’ ‘cleaning’ operations, both with the aim to re-occupy attractive space in the centre of Madrid, even if it is with very different methods and other agendas in mind. 


Conclusion
This essay set out to answers two questions, one of which was geared towards Madrid’s neo-colonial imagery in official and cinematic discourse. A first analysis confirms that films like Las cartas and Taxi – as examples of contemporary Spanish cinema about migration – undermine the city authorities’ claim of harmonious multicultural coexistence and intercultural interaction in Madrid by pointing out severe integration problems, including legal boundaries, patterns of economic exploitation, hierarchical culture constructs and individual racism. Most of these obstacles could be regarded as ‘neo-colonial’ because of their structural links to key concepts from colonial discourse, an aspect which remains completely ignored in official discourse, whereas it is quite explicit in some films (e.g. Las cartas, Cosas and Poniente) and rather implicit in others (Taxi, Bwana and Agua con sal). The construction of space in city narrative and film does not only help to understand such cultural-historical allusions but, more importantly, it allows us to approach the shortcomings in official and cinematic discourse, which lead to unacknowledged neo-colonial subtexts in both cases. As such, cracks in the city authorities’ argumentation reveal that their notion of ‘interculturalism’ (aimed at ‘selling’ Madrid to bigger investors in what is now a fierce international interurban competition for economic capital) does not imply political interest in ethnic mixing, which enhances the continuity of cultural separatism. Las cartas criticises the neo-colonial discrimination, strict separation and open exploitation of illegal immigrants as cheap labour without individual rights, but in its framing of Alou as example of a pre-civilised corporal world it follows key patterns of colonial stereotyping. Taxi reviews the attraction of biological racism for common people in a contemporary metropolis, which is explicitly linked to Spain’s relatively recent fascist past and founded in much older patterns of cultural and racial discrimination, focussing on Moroccans and black Africans as traditional inferior beings vis-à-vis superior white Europeans. However, in its objectification of those groups as helpless victims in desperate need of patriarchal protection by strong whites, be they young Paz or Spanish governmental representatives, colonial power hierarchies are re-established along the lines of Las Casas’ agenda.
The second research question, aimed at cinematic alternatives, should be approached from the above-mentioned limits in (neo-)colonial criticism. Unlike Taxi, most of the named films stress the migrants’ chances in shaping their own future in Spain – assuming they decide to fight for it. Hyper-active Alou is a good role model as he rejects the neo-colonial spaces offered to him and continues his quest for a ‘home’, which is not to be imagined in the traditional sense as geographically fixed (either somewhere in Africa or on a Spanish plantation) but as a place that can be anywhere as long as it facilitates a life with human dignity. Cuban Nena is another example with her refusal to take on the unpaid shop assistant role and the arranged marriage in Madrid, and her boyfriend Igor confirms the need for resistance with his swearing on ‘the damn fatherland’ (‘la cochina madre patria’). In opposition to the official discourse, the films do not raise expectations as regards success in integration but stress instead the difficulties, in particular for those with low economic and low cultural capital that have never been invited to Madrid or to any other place in Spain – like Alou, Ombasi and Adbembi. However, the problem starts if and when the focus on mechanisms of exclusion becomes so strong that the films ignore common patterns of acculturation (see Hofstede 2001: 426) and embodiment (Thomas 2007: 41f.), which is certainly the case in Las cartas and Taxi. Similarly problematic seems the cinematic preference for the ‘mise-en-scène’ of failed cross-cultural relationships, with which films like Susanna and Tomándote connect to colonial fears of cultural/racial contagion and intermixing, a tendency found in Spanish Cinema by Flesler (2004) While – in this respect – Flesler is certainly right in her overall categorization of Said, Bwana, Tomándote and Susanna, this study would not subscribe to her interpretation of Las cartas, which seems to be an important exception to the rule as regards both Rosa’s successful marriage with Mulai and Carmen’s determined love for Alou with whose boat trip back to her the film ends. On the other hand, the end of Poniente meets mono-cultural expectations but certainly not because of Adbembi’s premature comments about Curro (see Flesler 2004: 107) before he openly joins Lucía in her fight against the villagers’ racism. Rather it is linked to the continuity of the Spanish relationship (Curro and Lucía) via-à-vis the break-up of the Spanish-Moroccan friendship (Curro and Adbembi) and to Adbembi’s return ‘home’. and in German Migrant Cinema by Rings (2008). Finally, the migrant-protagonists’ return to their country of origin as the only imaginable ‘home’ and ‘correct place to be’ provides a traditional mono-cultural solution unfortunately advocated by more recent productions like Agua con sal and Princesas, despite their own focus on transcultural friendships/places and convincing transcultural examples provided by German, French and British cinema. See Arslan’s Der schöne Tag, Faucon’s Samia and Gavron’s Bricklane, in which younger second generation immigrants strictly reject their parents nostalgia for supposedly authentic roots and keep negotiating their role in the new place instead.  In short, there is evidence that the insistence on clearly definable cultural borders, and especially the perception of individual cultures as essentially different and geographically fixed, continues to shape most of Spanish cinema today – and with it the perspective of its viewers on migration and diaspora. All this can be summarised as a return to binary patterns of thought that ultimately support the same neo-colonial structures the films set out to de-construct.
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